The R package CVEK introduces a robust hypothesis test for nonlinear effect with Gaussian process. CVEK is an ensemble-based estimator that adaptively learns the form of the main-effect kernel from data, and constructs an companion variance component test. Package CVEK implements the estimator for two testing procedures, namely asymptotic test and bootstrap test. Additionally, it implements a variety of tuning parameter criteria, including Akaike Information Criteria, Generalized Cross Validation, Generalized Maximum Profile Marginal Likelihood and leave-one-out Cross Validation. Moreover, there are three kinds of ensemble strategies to create the ultimate ensemble kernel: Simple Averaging, Empirical Risk Minimization and Exponential Weighting. The null distribution of the test statistic can be approximated using a scaled chi-square distribution, and therefore statistical inference based on the results of this package, such as hypothesis testing can be performed. Extensive simulations demonstrate the robustness and correct implementation of the estimator.
Introduction
In recent years, kernel machine-based hypothesis tests (e.g. SKAT) for high-dimensional, nonlinear effects has seen widespread application in GWAS and gene-environment interaction studies. However, constructing a test for the interaction between groups of continuous features (for example, interaction between groups of air pollutants and multi-category nutrition intake) remains difficult in practice. The main challenges root from (1) constructing an appropriate main-effect kernel that induces unbiased estimator for the null model, and (2) constructing an appropriate interaction-effect kernel describing only the effect of between-groups interaction, which is necessary for building a valid test statistic. Recently, (Liu and Coull 2017) addressed the first challenge by proposing Cross-Validated Ensemble of Kernels (CVEK), an ensemble-based estimator that adaptively learns the form of the main-effect kernel from data, and constructs an companion variance component test. While interesting, the null distribution of CVEK is constructed using asymptotic approximation, and requires the interaction-kernel to be fixed a priori, therefore calling into question the validity of the test in limited sample, and prevents practitioners from deploying flexible methods to learn the interaction kernel from data. In this work, we seek to address these shortcomings by proposing a bootstrap test for CVEK. We conduct comprehensive simulation study to evaluate the validity (i.e. Type I error) and power of the proposed test using diverse choices of modeling strategy and under a wide range of data-generation mechanisms. Our simulation results revealed valuable insight on the impact of choice of estimation strategy (i.e. choices of tuning-parameter selection criteria and ensemble strategy) on the performance of the resulting hypothesis test.
Statistical Methodology

Gaussian Process Regression
Assume we observe data from n independent subjects. For the i th subject, let y i be a continuous response, x i be the set of p continuous features that has nonlinear effect on y i . We assume that the outcome y i depends on features x i through below data-generating model,
Here h : R p → R follows the Gaussian process prior GP(0, k) governed by the positive definite kernel function k, such that the function evaluated at the observed record follows the multivariate normal (MVN) distribution,
with covariance matrix K ij = k(x i , x j ). Under above construction, the predictive distribution of h evaluated at the samples is also multivariate normal,
To understand the impact of λ and k on h * , recall that Gaussian process can be understood as the Bayesian version of the kernel machine regression, where h * equivalently arises from the below optimization problem,
where H k is the RKHS generated by kernel function k. From this perspective, h * is the element in a spherical ball in H k that best approximates the observed data y. The norm of h * , h 2 H , is constrained by the tuning parameter λ, and the mathematical properties (e.g. smoothness, spectral density, etc) of h * are governed by the kernel function k.
Kernel Function
In this section (Press 2006) we give introductions to some commonly-used kernel functions, including two stationary covariance functions (Gaussian radial basis function, matérn and rational quadratic), as well as non-stationary covariance functions (polynomial and neural network).
• the intercept kernel intercept implements the simplest of all kernel functions
which is useful specially when the underlying kernel is misspecified.
• the linear kernel linear
which is useful when dealing with large sparse data vectors x.
• the polynomial kernel polynomial
which is commonly used with support vector machines (SVMs). Additionally, it becomes intercept kernel when p = 0, and linear kernel when p = 1.
• the Gaussian radial basis function rbf
with parameter l defining the characteristic length-scale. It is typically used when no further prior knowledge is available about the data.
• the Matérn class of covariance functions matern
with positive parameters ν and l, where K ν is a modified Bessel function (Abramowitz 1974) . It is commonly used to define the statistical covariance between measurements made at two points that are |x − x | units distant from each other. The most interesting cases for machine learning are ν = 3/2 and ν = 5/2, for which
• the rational quadratic covariance function rational
with α, l > 0 can be seen as a scale mixture (an infinite sum) of squared exponential (SE) covariance functions with different characteristic length-scales (sum of covariance functions are also a valid covariance). The limit of the rational quadratic covariance for α → ∞ is the SE covariance function with characteristic length-scale l.
• the neural network kernels nn 
Tuning Parameter Selection
Models may provide a good fit to the training data, but it will not fit sufficiently well to the test data. Tuning parameter could be chosen to address this problem. Here we define four objective functions in terms of tuning parameter λ ∈ Λ to be minimized. Denote
In this way, tr(A λ ) is the effective number of model parameters, excluding µ and σ 2 . It decreases monotonically with λ > 0. From now on, we assume y is centered:
Cross validation is probably the simplest and most widely used method for estimating prediction error. Suppose we do a K-fold cross-validation, which partitions observations into K groups, κ(1), ..., κ(K), and calculates A λ K times, each time leaving out group κ(i),
, cross-validated residuals are calculated on the observations in κ(i), which did not contribute to estimating A. The objective function estimates prediction error and is the sum of the squared cross-validated residuals,
LooCV is the situation when K = n. In this case, we can write our objective function as (Golub, Heath, and Wahba 1979) ,
AIC deals with the trade-off between the goodness of fit of the model and the simplicity of the model.
• Akaike Information Criteria for Small Sample Sizes AICc When n is small, extreme overfitting is possible, giving small bias/ large variance estimates. The small-sample correction of AIC (Hurvich and Tsai 1989; Hurvich Clifford M., Simonoff Jeffrey S., and Tsai ChihâĂŘLing 2002) is derived by minimizing minus 2 times expected log likelihood, where we plug in A λ andσ 2 . In this case, we obtain our small-sample size objective function AICc,
• Bayesian information criterion BIC
The formula for the BIC is similar to the formula for AIC, but with a different penalty for the number of parameters. With AIC the penalty is 2, whereas with BIC the penalty is log(n).
• Generalized Cross Validation GCV In (11), if we approximate each A λ [ii] with their mean tr(A λ ) n , in a sense that we give equal weight to all observations. We get the Generalized Cross Validation (GCV) objective function,
• Generalized Cross Validation for Small Sample Sizes GCVc The "− 1 n " terms in (15) is because GCV counts µ as part of model complexity, but not σ 2 . This motivates the proposed small-sample correction to GCV (Boonstra, Mukherjee, and Taylor 2015) , which does count σ 2 as a parameter,
• Generalized Maximum Profile Marginal Likelihood gmpml
This is a likelihood-based method, where λ is interpreted as the variance component of a mixed-effects model.
Robust Effect Estimation using Cross-Validated Kernel Ensemble
Traditional practices for estimating h, Gaussian process regression using a single kernel function, tends to impose a priori assumption on the mathematical property of h by specifying the reproducing kernel function k for h ∈ H. In this way, choosing a kernel function that is too restrictive or too flexible will lead to either model underfit or overfit, rendering the subsequent hypothesis tests not valid. Recently, (Liu and Coull 2017) addressed the challenge by proposing Cross-Validated Ensemble of Kernels (CVEK), an ensemble-based estimator that adaptively learns the form of the main-effect kernel from data, and constructs an companion variance component test.
Cross-Validated Kernel Ensemble
CVEK is an ensemble-based method for an unknown data-generating function h : R p → R.
It proposes estimating h using the ensemble of GP predictions generated from a library of (fixed) base kernel functions
whereĥ d is the kernel predictor generated by d th base kernel k d .
To be more specific, for each given basis kernel according to a certain ensemble strategy (see section 2.2.2). In addition to producing ensemble predictionĥ, CVEK also produces an ensemble kernel matrixK which describes the mathematical property of the ensemble RKHS.K is estimated by solving,K
In fact,K can be computed in closed form. If we denote U A and {δ A,k } n k=1 the eigenvectors and eigenvalues ofÂ, then,K
A complete summary of the proposed procedure (using loocv for tuning-parameter selection and stack for ensemble strategy) is available in Algorithm 1.
Ensemble Strategy
• Averaging Ensemble avg Motivated by existing literature in omnibus kernel (Zhan, Plantinga, Zhao, and Wu 2017), we propose a way to obtain the ensemble matrix by simply choosing unsupervised weights
• Exponential Weighting exp Additionally, (Dalalyan and Tsybakov 2007) gives a new strategy to calculate weights based on the estimated errors
• Cross-validated Stacking stack After obtaining the estimated errors
, we estimate the ensemble weights
such that it minimizes the overall error (Liu and Coull 2017) ,
Then we produce the final ensemble prediction,
Hypothesis Testing for Kernel Effects
Variance Component Test
General Hypothesis h ∈ H 0 We use the classical variance component test (Lin 1997) to construct a testing procedure for the hypothesis about Gaussian process function,
We first translate above hypothesis into a hypothesis in terms of model parameters. The key of our approach is to assume that h lies in a RKHS generated by a garrote kernel function k δ (z, z ) (Maity and Lin 2011) , which is constructed by including an extra garrote parameter δ to a given kernel function. When δ = 0, the garrote kernel function
generates exactly H 0 , the space of functions under the null hypothesis. In order to adapt this general hypothesis to their hypothesis of interest, practitioners need only to specify the form of the garrote kernel so that H 0 corresponds to the null hypothesis. As a result, the general hypothesis is equivalent to,
We now construct a test statisticT 0 for (23) by noticing that the garrote parameter δ can be treated as a variance component parameter in the linear mixed model. This is because the Gaussian process under garrote kernel can be formulated into below LMM,
where K δ is the kernel matrix generated by k δ (z, z ). Consequently, we can derive a variance component test for H 0 by calculating the square derivative of L REM L with respect to δ under
where V 0 =σ 2 I +τ K 0 . In this expression, K 0 = K δ | δ=0 , and ∂K 0 is the null derivative kernel matrix whose (i, j) th entry is
Testing for Nonlinear Interaction
In the previous section, we assume that we are given a k δ that generates exactly H 0 . However, depending on the exact hypothesis of interest, identifying such k 0 is not always straightforward. In this section, we revisit the example about interaction testing and consider how to build a k 0 for below hypothesis of interest,
where h 12 is the "pure interaction" function that is orthogonal to main effect function h 1 and h 2 . This hypothesis is difficult to formulate with Gaussian process models, since the kernel functions k(x, x ) in general do not explicitly separate the main and the interaction effect. Therefore rather than directly define k 0 , we need to first construct H 0 and H a that correspond to the null and alternative hypothesis, and then identify the garrote kernel function k δ such it generates exactly H 0 when δ = 0 and H a when δ > 0.
We build H 0 using the tensor-product constructions of RKHS on the product domain ( Gu 2013 ), due to this approach's unique ability in explicitly characterizing the space of "pure interaction" functions. Let 1 = {f | f ∝ 1} be the RKHS of constant functions, and H 1 , H 2 be the RKHS of centered functions for x 1 , x 2 respectively. We can then define the full spaces as H = ⊗ 2 m=1 (1⊕H m ). H describes the space of functions that depends jointly on {x 1 , x 2 } and adopts below orthogonal decomposition,
where we have denoted H ⊥ 12 = H 1 ⊕ H 2 and H 12 = H 1 ⊗ H 2 respectively. We see that H 12 is indeed the space of "pure interaction" functions, since H 12 contains functions on the product domain R p 1 × R p 2 , but is orthogonal to the space of additive main effect functions H ⊥ 12 . To summarize, we have identified two function spaces H 0 and H a that has the desired interpretation,
We are now ready to identify the garrote kernel k δ (x, x ). To this end, we notice that both H ⊥
12
and H 12 are composite spaces built from basis RKHSs using direct sum and tensor product. If denote k m (x m , x m ) the reproducing kernel associated with H m , we can construct kernel functions for composite spaces H ⊥ 12 and H 12 as,
Hence, the garrote kernel function for H a is,
Finally, using the chosen form of the garrote kernel function, the (i, j) th element of the null derivative kernel matrix
e. the null derivative kernel matrix ∂K 0 is simply the kernel matrix K 12 that corresponds to the interaction space. Therefore the score test statisticT 0 in (25) simplifies to,
where V 0 =σ 2 I +τ K 0 .
Null Distribution Estimation
Asymptotic Approximation
The null distribution ofT can be approximated using a scaled chi-square distribution κχ 2 ν using Satterthwaite method by matching the first two moments of T ,
whereÎ δδ = I n,δδ − I δθ I −1 θθ I δθ is the efficient information of δ under REML. I δδ , I θθ and I δθ are sub-matrices of the REML information matrix. Numerically more accurate, but computationally less efficient approximation methods are also available.
Finally, the p-value of this test is calculated by examining the tail probability ofκχ 2 ν ,
A complete summary of the proposed testing procedure is available in Algorithm 2.
Parametric Bootstrap
In practice, the sample size of the collected data is always small. To make valid inferences about a population from the sample, we need to perform resampling. Commonly used method in small sample size is bootstrap, which can give valid tests with moderate sample sizes.
Testing in a regression model framework requires computing the distribution of the test statistic under sampling from the null-hypothesis model. A good approximation to the distribution of the test statistic under sampling from the true null-hypothesis model is the distribution of the test statistic under sampling from the fitted null-hypothesis model. For instance, when testing (23), we first fit the model under the null,
and generate Y for each individuals with a random noise, whose variance is also estimated. We then compute the test statistic for this simulated sample, and repeat this process B times. The empirical distribution these provide is an estimate of the test statistic's distribution under the null. Correspondingly, p-values are calculated as the proportion of simulated test statistics that are most extreme than the observed value.
If the distribution of the test statistic depends smoothly on the regression parameter values, which is true in all standard examples, this âĂŸparametric bootstrapâĂŹ approach gives an asymptotically valid test (Davison & Hinkley 1997, 4.2.3) . Like the classical bootstrap, it samples from a distribution based on the observed data, but the simulations are from a fitted parametric model rather than the empirical distribution. To obtain a valid test, the fitted parametric model is chosen so that the null hypothesis is satisfied. A complete summary of the proposed testing procedure is available in Algorithm 3.
Illustrations
Using a library of base kernels, CVEK learns a proper generating function from data by directly minimizing the ensemble modelâĂŹs error, and tests whether the data is generated by the RKHS under the null hypothesis.
CVEK is composed of three parts: model definition, estimation and testing. Given data and the setting of two groups of variables, model definition returns the responses and two matrices indicating two groups of variables we need to test, and generates the expected kernel library. Estimation conducts gaussian process regression based on the estimated ensemble kernel matrix. And testing executes the hypothesis test and returns p-value representing whether there is interaction effect between these two groups of variables.
Model Definition
define_model function has four returns with four parameters.
R> define_model
function (formula, label_names, data, kern_par) { Y <-data[, as.character(attr(terms(formula), "variables"))[2]] re <-generate_formula(formula, label_names) generic_formula0 <-re$generic_formula len <-re$length_main • All four parameters are mandatory for management.
• Users can generate kern_par with the function generate_kernel.
• If users want to test data with given and known interaction strength, they can generate data with the function generate_data.
For example, we have a dataset whose n <-100, label_names <-list(X1 = c("x1", "x2"), X2 = c("x3", "x4")), int_effect <-0.3, method <-"rbf", l <-1, eps <-0.01, R> label_names <-list(X1 = c("x1", "x2"), X2 = c("x3", "x4")) R> data <-generate_data(n = 100, label_names, method = "rbf", + int_effect = .3, l = 1, eps = .01)
We want our kernel library contains three kernels: method <-"rbf", l <-0.5, method <-"polynomial", p <-2 and method <-"matern", l <-1.5, p <-3, R> kern_par <-data.frame(method = c("rbf", "polynomial", "matern"), + Sigma = rep(0, 3), l = c(.5, 1, 1.5), p = 1:3) R> kern_par$method <-as.character(kern_par$method) and the null model is Y~X1 + X2,
R> formula <-Y~X1 + X2
With all these parameters specified, we can define our model, R> fit <-define_model(formula, label_names, data, kern_par)
Estimation
After defining the model, we can apply estimation function to conduct gaussian process regression based on the estimated ensemble kernel matrix.
estimation function has five returns with eight parameters.
R> estimation function(
Y, X1, X2, kern_list, mode = "loocv", strategy = "erm", beta = 1, lambda_list = exp(seq(-10, 5, .5))) { n <-length(Y) kern_size <-length(kern_list) base_est <-estimate_base(n, kern_size, Y, X1, X2, kern_list, mode, lambda_list) P_K_hat <-base_est$P_K_hat error_mat <-base_est$error_mat ens_res <-ensemble(n, kern_size, strategy, beta, error_mat, P_K_hat) K_ens <-ensemble_kernel_matrix(ens_res$A_est) lambda_ens <-tuning(Y, K_ens, mode, lambda_list) ens_est <-estimate_ridge(X = matrix(1, nrow = n, ncol = 1), K = K_ens, Y = Y, lambda = lambda_ens) list(lambda = lambda_ens, beta = ens_est$beta, alpha = ens_est$alpha, K = K_ens, u_hat = ens_res$u_hat, base_est = base_est) } Note that,
• The first four parameters are mandatory for management.
• For the last four parameters, users can substitute alternatives for the default ones.
Continuing with our example, we want to use erm to ensemble our base kernels and loocv to select tuning parameter whose range is lambda_list <-exp(seq(-5, 5)), R> mode <-"loocv" R> strategy <-"erm" R> lambda_list <-exp(seq(-5, 5))
Then we can find the solution with the help of estimation, R> sol <-estimation(fit$Y, fit$X1, fit$X2, fit$kern_list, mode, strategy, lambda_list)
Testing
Finally, here comes the testing procedure.
testing function has one return with several parameters.
R> testing
function(formula_int, label_names, Y, X1, X2, kern_list, mode = "loocv", strategy = "erm", beta = 1, test = "boot", lambda_list = exp(seq(5, 5)), B = 100) { re <-generate_formula(formula_int, label_names) generic_formula0 <-re$generic_formula len <-re$length_main data <-as.data.frame(cbind(Y, X1, X2)) colnames(data) <-c("Y", label_names
n <-length(Y) result <-estimation(Y, X1, X2, kern_list, mode, strategy, beta, lambda_list) lambda <-result$lambda beta0 <-result$beta[1, 1] alpha0 <-result$alpha K_gpr <-result$K u_weight <-result$u_hat sigma2_hat <-estimate_noise(Y, lambda, beta0, alpha0, K_gpr) tau_hat <-sigma2_hat / lambda test <-match.arg(test, c("asym", "boot")) func_name <-paste0("test_", test) pvalue <-do.call(func_name, list(n = n, Y = Y, X12 = X12, beta0 = beta0, alpha0 = alpha0, K_gpr = K_gpr, sigma2_hat = sigma2_hat, tau_hat = tau_hat, B = B)) list(pvalue = pvalue, u_weight = u_weight) } Note that formula_int is the alternative model with interaction. Now, we want to conduct score test with test <-"boot", B <-100 since the sample size is small (n <-100).
R> formula_int <-Y~X1 * X2 R> test <-"boot" R> B <-100 R> pvalue <-testing(formula_int, label_names, fit$Y, fit$X1, fit$X2, fit$kern_list, + mode, strategy, beta = 1, test, lambda, B) R> pvalue
Simulation and Practical Recommendations
We evaluated the finite-sample performance of the proposed interaction test in a simulation study that is analogous to a real nutrition-environment interaction study. We generate two groups of input features (x i,1 , x i,2 ) ∈ R p 1 × R p 2 independently from standard Gaussian distribution, representing normalized data representing subject's level of exposure to p 1 environmental pollutants and the levels of a subject's intake of p 2 nutrients during the study. Throughout the simulation scenarios, we keep n = 100, and p 1 = p 2 = 2. We generate the outcome y i as,
where h 1 , h 2 are sampled from RKHSs H 1 , H 2 , generated using a ground-truth kernel k true . We standardize all sampled functions to have unit form, so that δ represents the strength of interaction relative to the main effect.
For each simulation scenario, we first generated data using δ and k true as above, then selected a k model to estimate the null model and obtain p-value using Algorithm 2 and 3 repsectively. We repeated each scenario 200 times, and evaluate the test performance using the empirical probabilityP (p ≤ 0.05) estimates the test's Type I error, and should be smaller or equal to the significance level 0.05. Under alternative hypothesis H a : δ > 0,P (p ≤ 0.05) estimates the test's power, and should ideally approach 1 quickly as the strength of interaction δ increases.
In this study, we varied k true to produce data-generating functions h δ (x i,1 , x i,2 ) with different smoothness and complexity properties, and varied k model to reflect different common modeling strategies for the null model in addition to using CVEK. We then evaluated how these two aspects impact the hypothesis test's Type I error and power.
In terms of data-generating mechanism, we consider 6 combinations: 3 polynomial kernels (p = 1, 2, 3) representing finite-dimensional, parametric functions of different degree of nonlinearity. Gaussian RBF kernels with l = 1, representing smooth function, and also 2 Matern kernels, with l = 1 and ν ∈ { (ν = 1/2, 3/2, 5/2) and 3 RBF kernels (l = 0.6, 1, 2). For each combination of kernel library and data-generating mechanism, we estimate the null model using seven methods for tuningparameter selection (loocv, AIC, AICc, BIC, GCV, GCVc, gmpml) and the three methods for ensemble strategy (avg, exp, stack), resulting in 6 null model estimates for each of the 6 × 7 × 3 = 126 combinations.
The simulation results are presented partially below. They show the estimatedP (p < 0.05) (y-axis) as a function of Interaction Strength δ ∈ [0, 1] (x-axis). For each figure, the top margin indicates the data-generating mechanism: Linear, Polynomial, Cubic, RBF, Matern ν = 3/2, and Matern ν = 5/2. Figure 1 shows the result when applying Leave-one-out Cross Validation, Cross-validated Stacking and Parametric Bootstrap. Generally speaking, when the model is finite-dimensional (i.e. Polynomial library), it is more powerful in finite-dimensional data-generation mechanism but less powerful for infinite-dimensional data-generation mechanism. On the other hand, when the model is infinite-dimensional (i.e. RBF library), it is less powerful in finitedimensional data-generation mechanism but more powerful for infinite-dimensional datageneration mechanism. Comparatively, the Polynomial + RBF library, with a mixture of both parametric and nonparametric kernels, performs reasonably powerful at both scenarios. Additionally, compare the performances of RBF library and RBF + Matern library, we observe that there is no gain in using kernels more flexible than RBF.
Kernel Choice
Appendix also shows the performances of different libraries when using Asymptotic Approximation. Figure 2 shows the result when applying Leave-one-out Cross Validation, Cross-validated Stacking and Polynomial + RBF library. We observe that when data is generated from infinite-dimensional kernels (RBF or Matern), Parametric Bootstrap has stronger power than Asymptotic Approximation. Figure 3 shows the result when applying Averaging Ensemble, Parametric Bootstrap and RBF library. Among the seven tuning parameter selections, we notice that Leave-one-out Cross Validation is generally better at guaranteeing correct Type I error. Furthermore, it is important to notice that some conventional combinations of hyper-parameter selection criteria (e.g. AIC, AICc and BIC) and ensemble strategy (e.g. Averaging Ensemble) produces suboptimal tests with inflated Type I error and weak power. The issue with test power is especially severe when data is generated from infinite-dimensional kernels such as RBF or Matern, since the test power is weak or even begins to decrease as the data moves away from the null, indicating severe misfit in the null models estimated using AIC/AICc/BIC.
Test Type
Tuning parameter and Ensemble strategy
Appendix also shows the performances of AIC/AICc/BIC are still suboptimal even using better ensemble strategy (Cross-validated Stacking). 
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